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Pull tabs of Holland and EuropE
Pull tabs! Who isn’t familiar with this icon of modern Western postWorld War II consumer society? Where the ancient Egyptians had to
work for days to collect and purify just a few grams of metal, modern
man rides his one ton metal car just about anywhere and refreshes
himself as he likes with a beer or soda from a metal can. When done
he tosses the empty can and pull tab out of the window. Pull tabs can
therefore be found at almost every archaeological site in the Netherlands, yet little about their production and history is common knowledge.
This is an attempt to a pull tab typology for Dutch archaeological contexts, slow expanding to Europe. Images show the front (a) and back
(b) of all types. The T-types were available in Dutch markets up to about
1992. The S-types are of the post 1990 ‘stay-on-tab‘ types. Enjoy!
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T-II-01(a)

T-II-01(b)

T-V-01 (a)

T-V-01(b)

T-V-02 (a)

T-V-02 (b)

T-VI-01 (a)

T-VI-01(b)

T-VII-01 (a)

T-VII-01(b)

T-VII-02 (a)

T-VII-02(b)

T-VIII-01 (a)*
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Pull tabs from Iran! (Courtesy R. Kroes)

S-types S-types S-types S-types

S-I-01 (a)

S-I-01 (b)

S-II-01(a)

S-II-01 (b)

S-II-02(a)

S-IV-03(a)

S-IV-03(b)

S-IV-04(a)*

S-IV-04(b)*

S-V-01(a)

S-II-02 (b)

S-III-01 (a) ^

S-III-01 (b) ^

S-IV-01(a) ^

S-IV-01(b) ^

S-IV-02(a) ^

S-IV-02(b) ^

Only found in Czech Republic up to
now.

S-VI-01(a) *

S-VI-01(b) *

Pull tabs with an asterix * have not been found in Dutch context, yet
Pull tabs with an accent circonflexe ^ have been confirmed to be still on sale in 2015.

3000 years ago it took this caveman an entire
day to make one bronze axe. Oh boy, would he
make sure not to lose it!
Today one adult in an average size city can
find the equivalent in weight of one bronze
axe in carelessly discarded aluminum cans and
pull tabs in less time...
Caveman (...well bronze age actually): courtesy museum of london
...and his name is rupert
well, actually we don’t know his name, but he looks like a rupert
Ah, it’s probably John....yeah, Long john without the stick...was that 3000 years ago?
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